The association has
currently 22 members.

It was represented at
Alchimie X by following
members:

Best of MorphOS
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Nerumo,
BatteMan,
Yogiofvm,
Sergio,
Pseudaxos,
Brumiga,
Elric,

The last version of MorphOS (3.4) was made available on 14th December 2013.
On 21th December 2013, 2142 MorphOS licenses were sold (see evolution of sales).
Fabien ‘Fab’ Coeurjoly has realised a presentation of news of MorphOS 3.4 and futures
evolutions during the gathering Alchimie X.
David ‘Daff’ Brunet proposes on his website Obligement an update of installation guide for
MorphOS 3.4.

Screetch
and Papiosaur.

It proposes Chrysalis pack
3.4.1 for MorphOS 3.4.

The worldmap of
MorphOS users has
currently 185
registrations.

Antoine 'Tcheko' Dubourg work on DJing software named SoundBankster (Tcheko website).
Carsten 'pegasossigi' Siegner proposes :
Scriba 1.9.9, a new version of the word processor for MorphOS,
Spreedy 0.1, a simple but powerfull table editor,
DiaShow Viewer 1.1, a simple diashow viewer like the diashow in windows.
MNGPlay 1.0, a viewer for MNG animation using PowerSDL.
Stefan 'Develin' Blixth of OnyxSoft group proposes SnapIT 1.2, a tool to snapshot screens and
windows.
jPV of RNO group proposes :
- MultiMeedio 1.0, an Arexx script allow to control your multimedia player as MPlayer,
Jukebox, AmiNetRadio, AMPlifier, SongPlayer, AmigaAMP or DeliTracker via keybord
keys,
- JukeboxAdder 1.2 an Arexx script allow add MP3 files or ldirectory contents to
Jukebox player and play them via Ambient contxtual menu. Note for each archives, a
LUA script is provided.
Marian 'MaaG^dA' Guc makes available :
PciTool 3.0, a tool to get informations about your PCI cards (snapshot)
MomosIRC 2.2, an IRC client (snapshot).
Juan Carlos ‘Templario’ Herran Martin proposes :
VAMP 1.06, a multimedia player,
SirenaPlayer 2.50, a music player.
Guillaume 'Yomgui' Roguez, to whom we owe Blender and GB3 on MorphOS, returned to us
for our pleasure updating several of these projects it proposes to his Wiki : Python 2.7.6,
Mercurial 2.8.1, PyMUI 0.7.0, PyCairo 1.10.0 and libffi 3.0.9rc3

Rupert ‘naTmeg‘ Hausberger updates his driver SATAII 150/300 cards controller Promise and
proposes a tool named SMARTDoctor allow support of hard disk with SMART technology.
Nicolas 'Henes' Sallin proposes a port of SimpleMail 0.40, a manager email.
The team YAM makes available version 2.9 of YAM, another manager emails.
Fabien 'Fab' Coeurjoly proposes Odyssey 1.23, an update of browser integrated to MorphOS.

Ilkka 'itix' Lehtoranta proposes PowerSDL 16.1, a port of SDL libraries (Simple Directmedia
Layer).
Szilárd 'BSzili' Biró proposes a port of OpenAL, a software library providing a programming
interface (API) suitable audio 3D video games and audio applications.
Károly 'Chain-Q' Balogh proposes FreePascal 2.7.1 SVN r26194 (snapshot).
Jean-Noël 'Artblink' Roueste proposes MiniHollyEdit 2.01, a tool to create or edit Hollywood
script, run and even compile for multiple systems at the same time (snapshot).

jPV, Tundrah and Britelite proposes a pack of 73 demos running on MorphOS (3.2+).

Gilles 'The Bucheron' Mathevet proposes Euro-Click, a game to learn easily the location of
the 100 largest cities in Europe.
Serge Alves proposes on website Obligement, an exclusive test of Islands Mini-Golf game
realised and ported on MorphOS by DanLabGames.
Frank Wille updates his port of the second part of SqRxZ for MorphOS.
Paweł 'Stefkos' Stefański has realised a port of f2bgl, a rewrite of the game engine of Fade
To Black and Pingus game, a clone of Lemmings with penguins.
Jérôme 'Glames' Senay proposes Ask Me Up 1.3.3, a game of general knowledge.
Szilárd 'BSzili' Biró makes available a port of Frogatto game.
The team Cope-Com proposes BattleSquadron on MorphOS.

Sylvain 'Sa' Aumercier proposes on Obligement a test of FPSE (Free PlayStation Emulator), a
PlayStation emulator ported to MorphOS by Mathias 'AmiDog' Roslund.
Stefan Haubenthal makes available his port of Oricutron 1.1, an Oric-1/Atmos emulator
writed by Peter Gordon (official website).
James Jacobs proposes AmiArcadia 22.23, an emulator based on machines with Signetics
circuits.

Joel Edberg proposes on Safir website an interview of Jérome 'Glames' Senay, the author of
the games Word Me Up XXL and Ask Me Up available on MorphOS.
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